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Secondary Cycle One Mathematics Program 
Memory Aid

• In mathematics, students develop three competencies concurrently:
• Solves a situational problem
• Uses mathematical reasoning
• Communicates by using mathematical language

• The development of the three competencies covered in the program is closely connected with the
acquisition of knowledge related to arithmetic, algebra, geometry, probabiity and statistics. These
branches of mathematics include the mathematical concepts and processes studied in this program.

• In essence, the three competencies are distinguished by the emphasis placed on different facets of
mathematical thinking, which are, in fact, all integrated.

• The activities assigned to students lead them to reflect, manipulate, explore, construct, simulate, discuss,
cooperate, structure their thinking or make connections. These activities help them become familiar with
concepts and processes as well as various strategies.

• The diagram on the following page illustrates various intradisciplinary links that must be taken into
account in the construction of mathematical knowledge. Among other things, these links involve the
different branches of mathematics as well as mathematical concepts and processes.

• The following diagrams illustrate the concepts and processes covered in the Secondary Cycle One
program and are organized by branch of mathematics. These diagrams also illustrate the concepts
and processes of the elementary program that are applied at the secondary level, as well as the
concepts and processes that continue to be developed through to Secondary III.
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Intradisciplinary links

Source:  QEP, Secondary Cycle One, 207.
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Legend for the different diagrams

Concepts and processes that the student:

must master by the end of Elementary Cycle Three (Grade 6) and apply at the secondary level: WHITE

must master by the end of the first year of Secondary Cycle One (Secondary I): LIGHT GREY

must master by the end of the second year of Secondary Cycle One (Secondary II): DARK GREY

must master by the end of the first year of Secondary Cycle Two (Secondary III): BLACK

masters gradually, over several cycles: GRADATION OF COLOURS
Note: This type of box provides a visual indication of the progression of student learning over several cycles. The gradation of colours (white, light grey, dark grey and black) shown in 
this type of box, with each colour representing a different level of instruction, indicates that the concepts and processes are studied over more than one cycle. The mathematics 
program provides specific information about how each concept and process is learned.

The circles provide some examples of learning associated with other branches of mathematics that can be related to 
the concepts and processes in question.

G PSAr AlArithmetic Algebra Geometry Statistics Probability

learns to apply with the teacher’s help at the beginning of Secondary Cycle Two: DOTTED

AA Arithmetic - Algebra PS Probability - Statistics
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Reads and writes numbers

Recognizes, expresses, compares and arranges in order numbers expressed in different ways (fractional, decimal, exponential [integral exponent], percentage, square root, scientific notation)
Note: Scientific notation is introduced in Secondary III.

Expresses or represents numbers in a variety of ways (fractional, decimal, percentage notation)

Defines the concept of absolute value in context (e.g. difference between two numbers, distance between two points)

Estimates the order of magnitude of a real number:
• in different contexts (Secondary I and II)
• Using scientific notation (Secondary III)

Classifies numbers based on their 
properties

Represents and writes squares and square roots and numbers in exponential notation (integral exponent)

Verifies whether two fractions are 
equivalent

Identifies the different meanings of 
fractions: part of a whole, division, ratio, 

operator, measurement

Approximates, in various contexts, the numbers under study (e.g. estimates, rounds off, truncates)

Represents, in different types of notation, various subsets of real numbers (discrete or continuous): interval, list/roster, on a number line

Distinguishes rational numbers from irrational numbers in the set of real numbers

Represents and writes numbers in scientific notation, cubes and cube roots and numbers in exponential notation (fractional exponents)

Understanding real numbers

FractionsDecimalsIntegers Natural numbers Irrational numbers

Represents and writes the power of 
a natural number

Arithmetic

Composes and decomposes a number in a variety of ways and identifies equivalent expressions

PS

P

PSG

PSG

PSG
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Understanding operations involving real numbers

FractionsDecimalsIntegers

Uses objects, diagrams or equations to represent a situation and, conversely, describes a situation represented by objects, diagrams or equations (use of
different meanings of the four operations)

Chooses an appropriate way of writing numbers for a given context

Establishes equality relations between 
numerical expressions

Translates a situation using a sequence of operations in accordance with the order of operations  (no more than two levels of parentheses)

Determines numerical equivalencies using relationships between operations,
the commutative and associative properties of addition and multiplication, the

distributive property of multiplication over addition and subtraction

Natural numbers

Arithmetic

Looks for equivalent expressions: decomposing (additive, multiplicative, etc.), equivalent fractions, simplifying and reducing, factoring, etc.

Anticipates the results of operations

Interprets the results of operations in light of the context

Determines the operation(s) to perform in a given situation / Uses an operation to represent a situation (use of different meanings of operations) PG

PG

PSG

PG

PG
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Arithmetic

Operations involving real numbers

FractionsDecimalsIntegers
Decomposes a number into prime 

factors

Determines the divisibility of a number by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 
Uses, in different contexts, the properties of divisibility: 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10

Generates a set of equivalent fractions

Calculates the power of a number Reduces a fraction to its simplest form

Computes, in writing, the four operations with numbers written in decimal notation, using rules of signs, with positive numbers written in fractional notation, with numbers written in 
fractional notation using equivalent ways of writing numbers and the properties of operations, with or without the use of objects or diagrams

Natural numbers

Computes, in writing, sequences of operations (numbers written in decimal notation) in accordance with the order of operations, using 
equivalent ways of writing numbers and the properties of operations (with no more than two levels of parentheses) 

Computes, using a calculator, operations and sequences of operations in accordance with the order of operations

Switches, as needed, from one way of writing numbers to another using positive numbers: from fractional to percentage notation, from decimal to fractional notation, from decimal to percentage 
notation, and vice versa

Note: Exponential notation and scientific notation are introduced in Secondary III.

Manipulates numerical expressions involving integral exponents and fractional exponents

Approximates the result of an operation or sequence of operations

PG
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SG
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Understanding and analyzing proportional situations

Calculates the value corresponding to 100 per cent

Recognizes ratios and rates

Interprets ratios and rates

Describes the effect of changing a term in a ratio or rate

Arithmetic

Calculates a certain percentage of a number

Compares ratios and rates qualitatively and quantitatively
(equivalent rates and ratios, unit rate)

Translates a situation using a ratio or rate

Recognizes a proportional situation using the context, a table of values or a graph

Represents or interprets a proportional situation using a graph, a table of values or
a proportion 

Solves proportional situations (direct or inverse variation) by using different
strategies (e.g. unit-rate method, factor of change, proportionality ratio, additive

procedure, constant product [inverse variation])

Algebra

Understanding dependency relationships

Establishes relationships between first-degree or rational functions and
proportional situations (direct or inverse variation)

Relations, functions and inverses

Identifies patterns in various situations and in various forms

Analyzes situations using different registers (types) of representation

Represents a situation generally using a graph

Chooses the dependent variable and the independent variable

Recognizes relations, functions and inverses

Analyzing situations using real functions

Polynomial functions of degree 0 or 1

Rational functions 𝒇 𝒙 =
𝒌

𝒙
𝒐𝒓 𝒙𝒚 = 𝒌, 𝒌 ∈ ℚ+

PSG
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Understanding and manipulating algebraic expressions

Describes the role of components of algebraic expressions: unknown, variable, constant, 
parameter, coefficient, degree, term, constant term, like terms

Note: The concept of parameter is introduced intuitively
(although not named as such) in Secondary I, II and III.

Constructs an algebraic expression using a register (type) of representation

Interprets an algebraic expression in light of the context

Recognizes or constructs equivalent algebraic expressions

Recognizes or constructs inequalities

Manipulating algebraic expressions

Calculates the numeric value of an algebraic expression

Performs the following operations on algebraic expressions, with or without
objects or diagrams: addition and subtraction, multiplication and division by a

constant, multiplication of first-degree monomials

Factors out the common factor in numerical expressions (distributive property of
multiplication over addition or subtraction)

Multiplies algebraic expressions of degree less than 3

Divides algebraic expressions by a monomial

Factors polynomials by finding the common factor

Algebraic expressions 

Describes, using his/her own words and mathematical language, numerical patterns

Describes, using his/her own words and mathematical language, series of
numbers and family of operations

Adds new terms to a series when the first three terms or more are given

Recognizes or constructs equalities and equations

Algebra
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Understanding and manipulating algebraic expressions

Algebra

Analyzing situations using equations or inequalities

Recognizes whether a situation can be translated by an equation

Recognizes or constructs relations or formulas

Manipulates relations or formulas (e.g. isolates an element)

Represents a situation using a first-degree equation with one unknown

Represents an equation using another register (type) of representation, if necessary

Determines the missing term in an equation (relations between operations)

Transforms arithmetic equalities and equations to maintain equivalence (properties and 
rules for transforming equalities) and justifies the steps followed, if necessary

Uses different methods to solve first-degree equations with one unknown of the form
ax + b = cx + d : trial and error, drawings, arithmetic methods (inverse or

equivalent operations), algebraic methods (balancing equations or hidden terms)

Recognizes whether a situation can be translated by an inequality

Recognizes or constructs inequality relations and first-degree inequalities in one variable

Represents a situation using a first-degree inequality in one variable

Represents an inequality using another register (type) of representation, if necessary

Transforms inequalities to maintain equivalence (properties and rules for
transforming inequalities) and justifies the steps followed, if necessary

Solves first-degree inequalities in one variable

Analyzing situations using systems of equations or inequalities
Determines whether a situation may be translated by a system of equations

Translates a situation algebraically or graphically using a system of equations

Solves a system of first-degree equations in two variables of the form y = ax + b by using
tables of values, graphically or algebraically (by comparison), with or without technological tools

Validates a solution, with or without technological tools, by substitution

Interprets solutions or makes decisions, if necessary, depending on the context
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Spatial sense and analyzing situations involving geometric figures

Congruent, similar or 
equivalent figures

SolidsPlane figures Geometric 
constructions and 

transformations in the 
Euclidian plane Identifies congruent figures in frieze 

patterns and tessellations

Recognizes congruent or similar figures

Recognizes the geometric 
transformation(s) linking a figure and 

its image

Determines the properties and 
invariants of congruent or similar 

figures

Geometry

Recognizes solids that can be split into:
- right prisms, right cylinders, right 

pyramids (Secondary I and II)
- cones and spheres (Secondary III)

Describes solids: 
- vertex, edge, base, face (Elementary)
- altitude, apothem, lateral face

(Secondary I and II) 

Determines the possible nets of a solid

Tests Euler’s relation on convex 
polyhedrons

Matches the net of a convex polyhedron 
to the corresponding convex polyhedron

Names the solid corresponding to a net

Recognizes and draws main segments 
and lines:

₋ diagonal, altitude, median, 
perpendicular bisector, bisector, 
apothem, radius, diameter, chord 
(Secondary I and II)

₋ leg, hypotenuse (Secondary III)

Describes convex and nonconvex polygons

Describes and classifies quadrilaterals

Describes circles: radius, diameter, 
circumference, central angle

Describes and classifies triangles

Recognizes a dilatation with a positive 
scale factor

Constructs the image of a figure under a 
dilatation with a positive scale factor

Observes and produces frieze patterns and 
tessellations using reflections and

translationsRecognizes and names regular convex 
polygons

Decomposes plane figures into circles 
(sectors), triangles or quadrilaterals

Describes circles and sectors

Identifies the properties of plane 
figures using geometric transformations  

and constructions

Justifies statements using definitions or 
properties of plane figures

Identifies properties and invariants 
resulting from geometric constructions 

and transformations

Identifies congruence (translation, 
rotation and reflection) between two 

figures

Constructs the image of a figure under a 
translation, rotation and reflection

Justifies statements using definitions or 
properties of congruent, similar or

equivalent figures, depending on the 
cycle and year

Represents three-dimensional figures 
in the plane, using different 

procedures: net, projection and 
perspective
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Analyzing situations involving measurements

LengthTimeMass Angles
Chooses the appropriate unit of length for 

the context

Establishes relationships between measures 
of length of the international system (SI)

Constructs relations that can be used to 
calculate the perimeter or 
circumference of figures

Justifies statements concerning 
measures of length

Geometry

Distinguishes between duration and 
position in time

Estimates and measures time 
using conventional units

Chooses the appropriate unit of time 
for the context

Establishes relationships between units of 
time: second, minute, hour, day, daily

cycle, weekly cycle, yearly cycle

Chooses the appropriate unit of mass
for the context

Establishes relationships between units of 
mass

Estimates and measures mass using 
conventional units: grams, kilograms

Justifies statements using definitions or 
properties associated with angles and

their measures

Compares angles: acute angle, right angle, 
obtuse angle

Estimates and determines the degree 
measure of angles

Describes the characteristics of 
different types of angles: 

complementary, supplementary, 
adjacent, vertically opposite, alternate 

interior, alternate exterior
and corresponding

Determines measures of angles using 
the properties of the following angles:

complementary, supplementary, 
vertically opposite, alternate interior, 
alternate exterior and corresponding

Finds the following unknown 
measurements, using properties of 

figures and relations: 
- perimeter of plane figures (Elementary)
- a segment in a plane figure, 

circumference, radius, diameter, length 
of an arc, a segment resulting from an 
isometry or a similarity transformation 
(Secondary I and II)

- segments or perimeters resulting from 
equivalent figures (Secondary III)

Estimates and measures the dimensions of 
an object using conventional units:

millimetre, centimetre, decimetre, metre 
and kilometreFinds unknown measures of angles in a  

triangle using the properties of figures 
and relations 

Finds unknown degree measures of 
central angles and arcs using the 

properties of figures and relations

Establishes relationships between the 
units of length: millimetre, centimetre, 

decimetre, metre and kilometre
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Analyzing situations involving measurements

Volumes

Metric relations

Geometry

Estimates and measures volume or capacity using conventional units: cubic
centimetre, cubic decimetre, cubic metre, millilitre, litre

Chooses the appropriate unit of volume for the context

Establishes relationships between capacity units : millilitre, litre

Chooses the appropriate unit of area for the context

Establishes relationships between SI units of area

Estimates and measures surface areas using conventional units: square
centimetre, square decimetre, square metre

Determines, through exploration or deduction, different metric relations 
associated with plane figures

SNConstructs relations that can be used to calculate the area of plane figures:
quadrilateral, triangle, circle (sectors)

Finds unknown measurements, using properties of figures and relations:
area of circles and sectors, area of figures that can be split into circles (sectors), triangles or
quadrilaterals, lateral or total area of right prisms, right cylinders and right pyramids, lateral 

or total area of solids that can be split into right prisms, right cylinders
or right pyramids, area of figures resulting from an isometry

Justifies statements concerning measures of area

Areas

Finds unknown measurements, using properties of figures and relations: 
area of figures resulting from a similarity transformation (the ratio of the areas is equal to the 

square of the similarity ratio)

Finds, in various situations, unknown measurements in a right triangle 
using the Pythagorean relation

Justifies statements concerning the Pythagorean relation

Uses relations that can be used to calculate the area of a right cone and a sphere

Establishes relationships between SI units of volume

Establishes relationships between: 
- measures of capacity
- measures of volume and of capacity

Constructs relations that can be used to calculate volumes: right cylinders, right
pyramids, right cones and spheres

Finds unknown measurements using properties of figures and relations: 
volume of right prisms, right cylinders, right pyramids, right cones and spheres; volume of 

solids that can be split into right prisms, right cylinders, right
pyramids, right cones and spheres; and volume of solids resulting from an isometry or a 

similarity transformation

Justifies statements concerning measures of volume or capacity
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Geometry

Analyzing situations using analytic geometry

Locates objects/numbers on an axis, based on the types of numbers studied (positive or 
negative numbers written in decimal or fractional notation)

Locates points in a Cartesian plane, based on the types 
of numbers studied (x- and y-coordinates of a point)

Locating Straight lines and half-planes

Uses the concept of change to calculate the distance between two points
Note: Students are introduced to this concept when they study the Pythagorean relation.

Uses the concept of change to calculate and interpret a slope
Note: Students are introduced informally to the concept of slope while

studying the rate of change of functions (degree 0 and 1).

Determines the relative position of two straight lines using their respective slope
(intersecting at one point, perpendicular, non-intersecting parallel or coincident)

Note: Students are introduced to the concept of relative position between two lines
when comparing the rate of change and graphs of functions (degree 0 and 1). The same is true 

for solving systems of linear equations in two variables.

Models, with or without technological tools, a situation involving straight lines: graphically and 
algebraically

Note: Students are introduced informally to the concept of lines when
they study functions of degree 0 and 1.

Analytic geometry

SAA

SAA
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Analyzing and making decisions about one- or two-variable distributions, using statistical tools

Distinguishes different types of statistical variables: qualitative, discrete or
continuous quantitative

Recognizes possible sources of bias

Interprets data presented in a table or a bar graph, a pictograph, a broken-line
graph or a circle graph

Statistics

Conducts a survey or a census: 
- Formulates questions for a survey (the questions become more refined over the years) 

(Elementary)
- Collects, describes and organizes data (classifies or categorizes) using tables (Elementary)
- Chooses a representative sample (Secondary I and II)
- Chooses a sampling method: simple random, systematic (Secondary I and II)

stratified, cluster (Secondary III)

Organizes and presents data using:
- a table, a bar graph, a pictograph and a broken-line graph (Elementary)
- a table presenting variables or frequencies, or using a circular graph (Secondary I and II)
- a table of condensed data or data grouped into classes, a histogram, or
- box-and-whisker plot (Secondary III)

Compares one-variable distributions

Determines and interprets: 
- measures of position: minimum and maximum (Secondary I and II)
- measures of dispersion: range (Secondary I and II)
- measures of dispersion: range of each part of a box-and-whisker plot, interquartile 

range (Secondary III)
- measures of central tendency: mode, median, weighted mean (Secondary III)

Chooses the appropriate statistical measures for a given situation

ONSN
Arithmetic mean: 

- Understands and calculates the arithmetic mean using positive integers (Elementary)
- Calculates and interprets an arithmetic mean using positive or negative numbers written in 

decimal notation or using positive numbers written in fractional notation (Secondary I and 
II)

- Describes the concept of arithmetic mean (levelling or balance point)  (Secondary I and II)

One-variable distributions

Compares experimental and theoretical data

Two-variable distributions
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Understanding data from random experiments

Probability

Analyzing probability situations

Processing data from random experiments

In activities involving chance, recognizes variability in possible outcomes, recognizes 
equiprobability, becomes aware of the independence of events

Simulates random experiments with or without the use of technological tools

Experiments with activities involving chance, using various objects 

Uses tables or diagrams to collect and display the outcomes of an experiment

Compares the outcomes of a random experiment with known theoretical probabilities

Conducts or simulates random experiments involving one or more steps (with or
without replacement, with or without order)

Enumerates the possible outcomes of a random experiment using networks, tables, 
diagrams, Venn diagrams

Defines the sample space of a random experiment

Recognizes certain, probable, impossible, simple, complementary, compatible,
incompatible, dependent and independents events

Uses fractions, decimals or percentages to quantify a probability

Recognizes that a probability is always between 0 and 1

Predicts qualitatively an outcome or several events using a probability line, among other 
things: certain, possible or impossible outcome, more likely, just as likely, less likely event

Represents an event using different registers (types of representation)

Compares qualitatively the theoretical or experimental probability of an event
occurring

Distinguishes between theoretical and experimental probability

Calculates the probability of an event

Interprets probabilities and makes appropriate decisions

Distinguishes between prediction and outcome

Enumerates the possible outcomes of a random experiment using tables and tree diagrams

Enumerates the possible outcomes of a random experiment using geometric figures

Identifies the type of random variable: discrete or continuous

Calculates probabilities, including geometric probabilities, in measurement contexts

Calculates the probability of outcomes of random experiments related to situations
involving arrangements, permutations or combinations
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